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Resistivity and Hall effect measurements were carried out as a function of magnetic field (0-1.5 T) and 
temperature (30-300 K) for Al0.88In0.12N/AlN/GaN/AlN heterostructures grown by Metal Organic Chemical 
Vapor Deposition (MOCVD). Magnetic field dependent Hall data were analyzed by using the quantitative 
mobility spectrum analysis (QMSA). A two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) channel located at the 
Al0.88In0.12N/GaN interface with an AlN interlayer and a two-dimensional hole gas (2DHG) channel located at 
the GaN/AlN interface were determined for Al0.88In0.12N/AlN/GaN/AlN heterostructures. The interface 
parameters, such as quantum well width, the deformation potential constant and correlation length as well as 
the dominant scattering mechanisms for the Al0.88In0.12N/GaN interface with an AlN interlayer were 
determined from scattering analyses based on the exact 2DEG carrier density and mobility obtained with 
QMSA. 

© 2010 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim 

1 Introduction 

The development of advanced high electron mobility transistors (HEMTs) is continuously growing and 

AlxGa1-xN/GaN based HEMTs have attracted enormous attention for high-power and high-temperature 

applications at microwave and millimeter-wave frequencies [1]. In wurtzite GaN-based heterostructures with 

[0001] orientation, strong polarization fields are formed. These fields are known as the spontaneous (or 

pyroelectric) polarization field and the strain induced piezoelectric polarization field [2], in which these fields 

largely influence the band structures and electron densities of these heterostructures. Traditional 

AlxGa1-xN/GaN HEMTs are generally designed by depositing a layer of AlxGa1-xN on a thick GaN epilayer on 

a semi-insulating substrate. However, recent improvements have been made in the growth and design of this 

material system by use of AlN layers. Firstly, the insertion of an AlN buffer layer between GaN buffer layer 

and a sapphire substrate effectively reduces dislocation scattering and results in an increase in both mobility 

and carrier density [3,4].Secondly, the insertion of a thin AlN interlayer at the AlxGa1-xN/GaN interface also 

reduces the effect of alloy scattering and again results in an increase in mobility and carrier density [5]. 

Recently, AlxIn1-xN/AlN/GaN heterostructures have been proposed as active layers for heterostructures in 

turn essentially predicting higher carrier densities than that of AlxGa1-xN/AlN/GaN heterostructures [6]. The 

advantage of using an AlxIn1-xN barrier is to adjust the composition of the alloys in order to obtain lattice 
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matched heterostructures [7]. The ability of AlxIn1-xN with ∼18% In content (x= ∼0.82) that is to be grown 

lattice matched with respect to GaN is expected to allow for the growth of good material with lower defect 

density compared to traditional AlxGa1-xN/AlN/GaN heterostructures [8]. Therefore, investigations on 

AlxIn1-xN and AlxIn1-xN/AlN/GaN heterostructures in the literature are increasing to some extent. On the other 

hand, AlxGa1-xN/GaN/AlN heterostructures (with an AlN buffer layer) are reported to have both two-

dimensional electron gas (2DEG) and two-dimensional hole gas (2DHG) at the AlxGa1-xN/GaN interface and 

GaN/AlN interfaces, respectively [3,4,9]. Just as in AlxGa1-xN/GaN/AlN heterostructures, the valence band 

edge can cross the Fermi level at the GaN/AlN interface in AlxIn1-xN/AlN/GaN/AlN heterostructures. Thus, in 

Al0.88In0.12N/AlN/GaN/AlN heterostructures, 2DEG carriers will be formed at the Al0.88In0.12N/GaN interface 

with an AlN interlayer and 2DHG carriers can also be formed at the GaN/AlN interface.  

Generally, the investigations of the transport properties of heterostructures are studied by using single field 

Hall effect measurements. The single field Hall effect measurements can give only the weighted average 

carrier density as well as the mobility of all the carriers in the sample. Therefore, the obtained information 

about transport properties heterostructures may be misleading since multi-carrier conduction is expected, such 

as in AlxGa1-xN/AlN/GaN/AlN and AlxIn1-xN/AlN/GaN/AlN [4,10,11]. Quantitative mobility spectrum analysis 

(QMSA) in conjunction with variable magnetic field Hall measurements provides the extraction of the 

individual carrier mobilities and densities in many semiconductor structures including bulk structures, thin 

films and multi layer devices [12-15]. 

The main purpose of the present study is to determine the dominant scattering mechanisms and interface 

related parameters, such as quantum well width (Z), deformation potential constant (Ξ) and correlation length 

of the roughness (Λ) of Al0.88In0.12N/AlN/GaN/AlN heterostructures in the Al0.88In0.12N/GaN interface with an 

AlN interlayer. To perform this, the 2DEG parameters (carrier density and mobility) were extracted from the 

variable field Hall data by using QMSA. The interface parameters were then obtained from the scattering 

analysis based on the extracted 2DEG carrier density and mobility in Al0.88In0.12N/AlN/GaN/AlN 

heterostructures. 

2 Experimental 

The Al0.88In0.12N/AlN/GaN/AlN heterostructures on c-plane (0001) Al2O3 substrate were grown in a low-

pressure MOCVD reactor. Prior to epitaxial growth, Al2O3 substrate was annealed at 1100 °C for 10 min in 

order to remove surface contamination. The growth was initiated with a 10 nm thick low-temperature (840 °C) 

AlN nucleation layer. Then, a 420 nm high-temperature (HT) AlN buffer layer was grown at a temperature of 

1150 °C. A 1.3 μm thick undoped GaN buffer layer (BL) was then grown at 1070 °C and a reactor pressure of 

200 mbar. After the GaN BL, a nearly 2.4 nm thick HT-AlN layer was grown at 1085 °C with a pressure of 

50 mbar. Then, an HT-AlN layer was followed by an 11.6 nm thick AlInN ternary layer. This layer was grown 

at 800 °C and a pressure of 50 mbar. Finally, a 2.4 nm thick GaN cap layer growth was carried out at a 

temperature of 1085 °C and a pressure of 50 mbar. All the layers are nominally undoped. Indium mole 

fractions of the barrier layers were determined by high-resolution x-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements. The 

details of the samples are shown in figure 1. 

For the resistivity and Hall effect measurements by the van der Pauw method, square shaped (5 x 5 mm2) 

samples were prepared with four evaporated triangular Ti/Al/Ni/Au ohmic contacts in the corners. With indium 

soldering, the electrical contacts were made and their ohmic behavior was confirmed by the current-voltage 

(I-V) characteristics. The measurements were performed at 14 temperature steps in the temperature interval of 

30-300 K by using a Lake Shore Hall effect measurement system (HMS). At each temperature step, the Hall 

coefficient (with max. 5 % error) and resistivity (with max. 0.2 % in the studied range) were measured for both 

current directions, both magnetic field polarizations, and all the possible contact configurations at a 20 

magnetic field step between 0 and 1.5 T. The magnetic field dependent data were analyzed by using the 

improved QMSA (i-QMSA) [16] technique (herein referred to as simply “QMSA”). 

3 Results and discussion 

The resistivity and Hall measurements of Al0.88In0.12N/AlN/GaN/AlN heterostructures as a function of the 

magnetic field (0-1.5 T) were carried out at 14 temperatures steps in the temperature interval of 30-300 K. The 
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quantum effects in the magnetic field dependent resistivity were not observed at any temperature steps. To 

obtain conductivity tensors (σxx, σxy) and then the multi carrier spectra, the QMSA technique was applied to the 

magnetic field dependent resistivity and Hall data at each temperature step. For the demonstration, the derived 

experimental conductivity tensors and the QMSA fit results are given in figure 2a for 50 K and 269 K. The 

near perfect fit to the data is a good indication of the validity of the mobility spectrums obtained from QMSA. 

 

Fig. 1 Layer structure of the investigated samples. 
 

 
 

Fig. 2 (a) Conductivity tensors versus magnetic field at 50 and 269 K. The symbols and lines represent the experiment 
and QMSA fits, respectively. Mobility spectra obtained with using QMSA at (b) 50 K and (c) 269 K. Calculated carriers 
are shown with symbols. 
 

 
 

Fig. 3 (a) Mobility and (b) carrier density versus temperature. The closed circles represent the measured 
mobility and carrier density taken at 0.5 Tesla. The triangles represent the extracted 2DEG mobility and 
carrier density. The open circles represent the extracted 2DHG mobility and carrier density. The stars and 
squares represent the bulk carriers. The lines are guide for the eyes. 

 

Figure 2b and c represents the mobility spectra obtained from QMSA at 50 K and 269 K, respectively. With 

QMSA, one electron peak and one hole are observed at each temperature in the studied temperature range 

while up to three electron peaks are observed at high temperatures. Carriers which correspond to related peaks 
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are shown as filled and empty symbols for electrons and holes, respectively. Figure 3a and b shows all QMSA 

results as a function of temperature for the mobility and integrated density for Al0.88In0.12N/AlN/GaN/AlN 

heterostructures, respectively. In the figure, the mobilities and carrier densities measured at 0.5 T are also given 

for a comparison. To clearly extract carriers in a sample, dimensionless product of the lowest mobility and 

highest field must be greater than unity (
min max

1Bμ ≥ ). For the QMSA studies, 
min max

0.5Bμ ≈  condition can be 

accepted as a limit [16]. For the present study, this condition seems to be barely satisfied, in which the results 

scatter in the QMSA data. However, we successfully showed extracted 2DEG and two-dimensional hole gas 

(2DHG) carriers with low mobilities in AlGaN/GaN/AlN heterostructures in a previous study.9 From Fig. 3 (a) 

and (b), it can be seen that one electron (denoted with triangles) and one hole carrier (denoted with circles), 

which are obtained from QMSA, are contributing to charge transport throughout the entire studied temperature 

range. At high temperatures, the mobilities of both carriers decrease with increasing temperature while they are 

independent of temperature at low temperatures. On the other hand, both carrier densities are also nearly 

independent of temperature in the studied temperature range. These behaviors of mobilities and carrier 

densities extracted from QMSA are typical of 2DEG and 2DHG behaviors. 

 
Table 1 Material parameters i.e. elastic constants, piezoelectric constants, 
spontaneous polarization and the lattice parameters of InN, AlN and GaN. 
 

Parameter InN GaN AlN 

a (nm) 0.3540 0.3189 0.3112 

e31 (C/m2) -0.57 -0.35 -0.50 

e33 (C/m2) 0.97 1.27 1.79 

C13 (GPa) 92 106 108 

C33 (GPa) 224 398 373 

PSP (C/m2) -0.042 -0.034 -0.090 

 

One might expect extracted hole carriers may be classified as “ghost holes” which is reported elsewhere [13]. 

If there is no possibility to occur positive charge carriers in according to band structure, polarization 

mechanisms, doping scheme and growth conditions, the hole peaks obtained from QMSA can then be 

generally accepted as ghost holes. However, our structures have a GaN/AlN interface where holes can be 

populated since the valence band edge of Al0.88In0.12N/AlN/GaN/AlN heterostructures crosses the Fermi level 

near the GaN/AlN interface. To confirm this, we have simulated the room temperature band diagram of the 

studied Al0.88In0.12N/AlN/GaN/AlN heterostructures by using nextnano3 [17]. In simulations, Schrödinger’s 

and Poisson’s equations are both solved self-consistently in order to obtain the carrier distribution, wave 

functions, and related eigenenergies. The material parameters i.e. elastic constants, piezoelectric constants, 

spontaneous polarization and the lattice parameters of InN, AlN and GaN, are listed in table 1 [18-21]. For the 

AlxIn1-xN layers, lattice parameters, elastic constants and piezoelectric constants are calculated with Vegard’s 

law using the parameters of InN and AlN. For the spontaneous polarization at AlxIn1-xN layer, following 

bowing formula is used [18]. 

1 (1 ) 0.070 (1 )x x
Al In N AlN InN

SP SP SP
P xP x P x x−

= + − + − . (1) 

As shown in figure 4a and b, it is clear that the simulations indicate the formation of the 2DHG carriers at the 

GaN/AlN interface and the formation of 2DEG carriers at the Al0.88In0.12N/GaN interface with an AlN 

interlayer. Therefore, from figure 3b, it is clearly understood that polarization induced 2DEG and 2DHG 

carriers, and the thermally activated bulk-related carries are presented in Al0.88In0.12N/AlN/GaN/AlN 

heterostructures. These thermally activated carriers are attributed to the donor levels of unintentionally doped 

bulk GaN [22]. The 2DEG carriers are due to the high spontaneous polarizations at the Al0.88In0.12N/GaN 

interface with an AlN interlayer of Al0.88In0.12N/AlN/GaN/AlN heterostructures. Although the temperature 

dependence of sheet carrier density and the mobility of both channels are similar, the mobility values of 2DHG 

carriers are slightly higher than that of 2DEG carriers, while the density of 2DHG carriers are lower than 

2DEG carriers. Therefore, the contribution of the 2DEG channel to total conductivity is higher than that of the 

2DHG channel. On the other hand, our simulations show that 2DEG only has one occupied subband and the 

second subband lies just above the Fermi level in the investigated samples as shown in figure 4a. However, the 

second subband occupancy can be expected for structures with similar Indium mole fractions and barrier 

thicknesses.  
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Fig. 4 Simulated band diagrams of (a) 2DEG 
well and (b) 2DHG well for Al0.88In0.12N/AlN/ 
GaN/AlN heterostructures. Conduction and 
valence bands are shown with red and blue lines, 
respectively. Insert: Details of the quantum well. 
Wavefunctions of the first two subbands are shown 
with green dash-dot lines. (Online color at 
www.crt-journal.org) 

 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 5 Scattering analysis of (a) measured mobility (using the Hall data) and (b) extracted mobility (using 
the QMSA data) versus temperature. 

 

To deeply understand the transport properties of the single subband 2DEG channel located near the 

Al0.88In0.12N/GaN interface, scattering analyses were carried out by using the data extracted with QMSA for the 

2DEG channel as well as the measured single field Hall data for comparison purposes. The scattering 

mechanisms of the two-dimensional carriers in III-V heterojunctions are well described [22,23]. In our 

analyses, polar optical phonon scattering (PO), acoustic phonon scattering (AC) (which includes deformation 

potential scattering and piezoelectric scattering), background impurity scattering (IMP), and interface 

roughness scattering (IFR) were used. Because of the AlN interlayer, alloy scattering was not included in our 

analyses. The expressions of scattering mechanisms and the parameters used in the calculation are given 

elsewhere [22]. In the calculations, quantum well width (Z), deformation potential constant (Ξ) and correlation 

length of the roughness (Λ) were used as adjustable parameters. The results are shown in figure 5a and b. As 

can be seen in the figure, a good fit in both cases (the scattering analysis based on the single field Hall data and 

the scattering analyses based on the extracted data) were obtained by using the fitting parameters as given in 

the figure. The scattering analyses based on the extracted data show that the low temperature (T < 200 K) 

mobility is limited only by the interface roughness scattering mechanism, while at the high temperature (T > 

200 K) the optical phonon scattering is the dominant scattering mechanism. Also, the interface roughness 

scattering mechanism has a strong influence on the mobility even at high temperatures. The effect of acoustic 

phonon scattering is negligible. In the entire studied temperature range, the strong effect of interface roughness 

scattering mechanism results in a low mobility material. The strong effect of interface roughness scattering can 

be attributed to the thick AlN interlayer. With a thick AlN interlayer, interface roughness will be increased due 

to increased partial strain relaxation probability. This result is in good agreement with the studies that report 

similar findings for AlInN/AlN/GaN [6,24] and AlGaN/AlN/GaN heterostructures having different thicknesses 

of AlN interlayers [25]. These studies reported low mobilities with the use of thick AlN interlayers. In a recent 
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study, effects of AlN thicknesses on transport properties are studied in details, and 1 nm AlN interlayer 

thickness is suggested as an optimal thickness [26]. 

There are significant differences between the fitting parameters obtained from the scattering analysis by 

using the data extracted with QMSA and the single field Hall data. The scattering analyses, which use the 

extracted data, predict a smaller deformation potential value and a higher quantum well width and the 

correlation length values than those obtained from the single field scattering analyses. We suggest that the 

parameters obtained from the analyses based only on the 2DEG mobility and density for the Al0.88In0.12N/GaN 

interface with an AlN interlayer are more accurate, since these analyses do not include the effect of the 2DHG 

channel located near the GaN/AlN interface and the bulk carriers. Therefore, the values of the quantum well 

width of Z = 6.5 ± 0.05 nm, the deformation potential constant of Ξ = 8.9 ± 0.05 eV and the correlation length 

of the roughness of Λ = 12.1 ± 0.16 nm represent the real merit of the Al0.88In0.12N/GaN interface when 

compared with the Fermi wavelength well-width approximation [27] and the deformation potential calculation 

[28]. The well width is also an important parameter, which affects the polar optic phonon scattering and 

background impurity scattering. With QMSA usage, more accurate scattering analyses can be performed. In 

the studied samples, the interface roughness scattering mechanism has a strong influence, even at higher 

temperatures than those seen in AlGaN/GaN heterostructures [22]. This leads to a higher correlation length, 

since the mobility limited by this mechanism is inversely proportional to the square of the correlation length 

(μ ∝ 1/Λ2). With a thinner AlN interlayer and growths that lead to smooth interfaces, the influence of interface 

roughness scattering can be decreased, and thereby the mobility may be increased up to the background 

impurity scattering limit.  

4 Conclusions 

Variable temperature (30-300 K) and magnetic field (0-1.5 T) Hall Effect measurements were carried out for 

undoped Al0.88In0.12N/AlN/GaN/AlN heterostructures grown by MOCVD. The QMSA results show that a 

single subband 2DEG channel located at the Al0.88In0.12N/GaN interface with an AlN interlayer and a 2DHG 

channel located at the GaN/AlN interface contribute to the total conductivity in Al0.88In0.12N/AlN/GaN/AlN 

heterostructures. The contribution of the 2DEG channel to the total conductivity is higher than that of the 

2DHG channel. The values of the quantum well width of Z = 6.5 ± 0.05 nm, the deformation potential constant 

of Ξ = 8.9 ± 0.05 eV, and the correlation length of the roughness at the interface as Λ = 12.1 ± 0.16 nm are all 

obtained from the scattering analyses based on the 2DEG data extracted by using QMSA. It was also found 

that the interface roughness scattering was the only dominant scattering mechanism at low temperatures while 

both the optical phonon and the interface roughness scattering mechanisms dominated the mobility at high 

temperatures. The reason for the strong influence of interface roughness scattering is attributed to the use of a 

thick (~2.4 nm) AlN interlayer. The strong effect of the interface roughness scattering brings about low 

mobility Al0.88In0.12N/AlN/GaN/AlN heterostructures, which can be improved with thinner AlN interlayer use 

as well as with growths that lead to smooth interfaces. 
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